
Z01 – Library Utilities

Z01AAFP

NAG Parallel Library Routine Document

Note: Before using this routine, please read the Users’ Note for your implementation to check for implementation-dependent
details.

1 Description

Z01AAFP defines a logical processor grid and returns a BLACS context (see [1]) which is subsequently
used by other library routines. Further calls to this routine are not possible unless a call to
Z01ABFP, which undefines the logical processor grid and invalidates the BLACS context (see Z01ABFP
documentation), is made, therefore only one library context may exist at one time.

1.1 PVM-based Version

In ordinary use, the grid size on the first entry to Z01AAFP fixes the maximum number of logical
processors pmax = mp0 × np0 available for subsequent use, where mp0 and np0 are the number
of processor rows and columns requested on the first entry to Z01AAFP. Z01AAFP makes calls to
PVMFSPAWN to ensure that pmax identical processes are executing. Further calls to Z01AAFP with
different numbers of processor rows, mp and columns np must meet the constraint mp ×np ≤ pmax.

In more sophisticated applications it is possible for the user to set up processes before the first entry
to Z01AAFP. This requires a call to Z01ADFP to be made before Z01AAFP to explicitly disable the
checking carried out in Z01AAFP. Caution should be exercised when using this facility (see Section
6 for information).

1.2 MPI-based Version

Z01AAFP may claim up to the maximum number of logical processors pmax = mp0 × np0, as
initialised by MPI, where mp0 and np0 are the number of processor rows and columns requested on
entry to Z01AAFP. Z01AAFP makes calls to BLACS GRIDINIT (which in turn calls MPI INIT
which establishes the MPI ‘environment’) to ensure that pmax identical processes are executing.
Further calls to Z01AAFP with different numbers of processor rows, mp and columns np must meet
the constraint mp × np ≤ pmax.

In more sophisticated applications it is possible for the user to set up processes before calling
any NAG Parallel Library routine. This requires a call to Z01AEFP which explicitly disables the
checking carried out in the Library routines. However, caution should be exercised when using this
facility (see Section 6 for information).

In both versions of the Library, all processors must make a call to Z01AAFP to set up a grid. Failure
to do this is a programming error which cannot be detected by the library mechanism and will cause
unpredictable results.

2 Specification

SUBROUTINE Z01AAFP(ICNTXT, MP, NP, IFAIL)
INTEGER ICNTXT, MP, NP, IFAIL

3 Data Distribution
3.1 Definitions

The following definitions are used in describing the logical processor grid within this document

mp – the number of rows in the logical processor grid,
np – the number of columns in the logical processor grid.
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3.2 Global and Local Arguments

It is sufficient for the user to set MP and NP on the root processor (usually the {0,0} processor) in the
grid (if the user is not multigridding, this is the processor, identifiable by a call to Z01ACFP). The routine
will ensure that these values set on the root processor overwrite the values set on other processors in the
grid defined within the BLACS context, ICNTXT. The input argument IFAIL is global and so must have
the same value on entry to Z01AAFP on all processors. The output arguments MP, NP and IFAIL are
all global and so will have the same value on exit from Z01AAFP on every processor in the grid. The
output argument ICNTXT is local and should be treated as if it were a pointer to the grid (i.e., its value
need not be examined and must not be modified).

4 Arguments

1: ICNTXT — INTEGER Local Output

On exit: the BLACS context used by the communication mechanim in the Library Grid.

2: MP — INTEGER Local Input/Global Output

On entry: the number of rows, mp, in the logical processor grid will be taken to be the value
supplied on the root processor (usually the {0,0} processor and identifiable by a call to Z01ACFP).

On exit: the value supplied to this routine on the root processor will be returned on all other
processors. The value is unchanged on the root processor.

Constraint: MP > 0.

3: NP — INTEGER Local Input/Global Output

On entry: the number of columns, np, in the logical processor grid will be taken to be the value
supplied on the root processor (usually the {0,0} processor and identifiable by a call to Z01ACFP).

On exit: the value supplied to this routine on the root processor will be returned on all other
processors. The value is unchanged on the root processor.

Constraint: NP > 0.

4: IFAIL — INTEGER Global Input/Global Output

On entry: IFAIL must be set to 0, −1 or 1. For users not familiar with this parameter (described
in the Essential Introduction) the recommended values are:

IFAIL = 0, if multigridding is not employed;
IFAIL = −1, if multigridding is employed.

On exit: IFAIL = 0 unless the routine detects an error (see Section 5).

5 Errors and Warnings

If on entry IFAIL = 0 or −1, explanatory error messages are output from the root processor (or processor
{0,0} when the root processor is not available) on the current error message unit (as defined by X04AAF).
Errors or warnings specified by the routine:

IFAIL = 1

MP ≤ 0 or NP ≤ 0.

IFAIL = 2

The size of the logical processor grid requested was too large, i.e., there were not enough processes
available to map the logical processors onto (see Section 6 for further information).

IFAIL = 3

A second call to Z01AAFP has been made without undefining the previous logical processor grid
by a call to Z01ABFP.
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6 Further Comments
6.1 PVM-based Version

A call to Z01AAFP is used to set up a number of processes (identical to the calling process, as
expected in the SPMD model). The BLACS expect a static parallel machine, hence the available
number of processes will not change after this first call to Z01AAFP (although not all of the available
processes need be used). The grid can be reshaped (i.e., MP and NP can be varied) by further
calls to Z01AAFP provided the total number of processes requested (MP × NP) does not exceed
pmax = mp0 × np0. See also Z01ABFP

For more sophisticated applications, the user may set up PVM processes (e.g. using PVMFSPAWN)
before calling Z01AAFP; in this case a call to Z01ADFP must be made before Z01AAFP. This gives
the user the option of multigridding or provides a route for overcoming the possible implementation
dependent limitations on the number of processes that Z01AAFP can set up. See the NAG Parallel
Library Tutorial (PVM-based version) for an example of a multigridding program.

6.2 MPI-based Version

A call to Z01AAFP is used to set up a ‘Library Grid’ which includes a logical processor grid and its
associated context. The BLACS (and also MPI) expect a static parallel machine, hence the available
number of processes will not change when MPI is invoked. The first call to Z01AAFP claims enough
logical processors to form the requested grid. However, the user is allowed to reshape the grid (i.e.,
MP and NP can be varied) by further calls to Z01AAFP provided that a call has already been made
to Z01ABFP with appropriate arguments and the total number of processes requested (MP × NP)
does not exceed pmax = mp0 × np0.

For more sophisticated applications, the user may set up his own BLACS processor grid(s) (e.g.
using BLACS GRIDINIT or BLACS GRIDMAP); in this case a call to Z01AEFP must be made
before a call can be made to any Library routine. This gives the user the option of multigridding. See
the NAG Parallel Library Tutorial (MPI-based version) for an example of a multigridding program.

In both versions of the Library, every effort has been made to ensure that the library mechanism is
as robust as possible. If the user chooses to employ multigridding then extra care must be taken in
programming. In particular, the user must ensure that the SPMD model is adhered to. The user should
be thoroughly familiar with initialising processes and the BLACS before attempting to use the library
in a multigrid program since some potential programming errors cannot be trapped. (Normally simple
programming errors such as failure to initialize global arguments on all processors can be detected.)

Note: A call to Z01AAFP is a synchronisation point which involves all processors.
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